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Abstract: Qualitative conditionals of the form If A then normally B can be viewed
as default rules, and they require a semantical treatment going beyond the models
used in classical logic. Ranking functions assigning degrees of plausibility to each
possible world have been proposed as an appropriate semantic formalism. In this
paper, we discuss the computation of c-representations corresponding to particular
ranking functions for a setR of qualitative conditionals. As a challenge for constraint
programming, we formulate a constraint satisfaction problem CR(R) as a declarative
specification of all c-representations for R, and we argue that employing constraint
programming techniques will be advantageous for computing all minimal solutions of
CR(R).

1 Introduction

Knowledge in every-day life, in many scientific and technical disciplines, in textbooks,

or in knowledge-based systems is very often expressed in the form of if-then rules like

If A then (normally) B. Such a conditional expresses that there is a plausible relationship

between A and B, i.e. if A is the case then it is plausible to assume that also B is the case.

To give a concrete example, let A stand for The car does not start and let B stand for The

battery is flat. If we observe that the car does not start, it is plausible to assume that the

battery is flat.

However, assigning a truth value to If the car does not start then normally the battery is

flat, is not obvious at all; indeed such a truth value does not make sense for instance in

cases where the car does start. Instead, we say that a rational agent accepts the conditional

If the car does not start then normally the battery is flat, if the agent deems a world where

“The car does not start and the battery is flat” is true less suprising than a world where

“The car does not start and the battery is not flat” is true. Note that this is fundamentally

different from saying that from the car does not start it necessarily follows that the battery

is flat, since the agent’s belief about possible worlds still allows for exceptions, i.e. for a

possible world where “The car does not start and the battery is not flat” is true.

In this paper, we deal with semantical approaches for conditionals that can be viewed

as default rules as illustrated above. These approaches employ so-called ranking func-

tions that order possible worlds according to their degree of surprise or their degree of
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